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Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
Which Avaya Session Border Controller for Enterprise (ASBCE)
configuration option is shown?
A. High Availability
B. Geographic Redundancy
C. Two-wire
D. Hybrid
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are developing an HTML5 web application and are styling
text. You need to use the text-transform CSS property.
Which value is valid for the text-transform property?
A. lowercase
B. hidden
C. italic
D. red
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
CSS Syntax
text-transform:
none|capitalize|uppercase|lowercase|initial|inherit;
Example
Transform text in different elements:
h1 {text-transform:uppercase;}
h2 {text-transform:capitalize;}
p {text-transform:lowercase;}
Reference: CSS text-transform Property
http://www.w3schools.com/cssref/pr_text_text-transform.asp

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which one of the following four options does NOT represent a
benefit of compensating balances to the bank?
A. Compensating balances allow the bank to net some of the
exposure they may have in case of default, by
taking funds from these specific deposit account one the
borrower defaults.
B. Since the compensating balances reduce the next amount lent
to the borrower, the earned return on the
loan is increased, further widening the bank's interest rate
margin and profitability.
C. Compensation balances influence the expected loss rate of
the bank given the default obligor and
improve capital structure by controlling obligor type and
avoiding payment delays.

D. Since the compensating balances cannot be withdrawn at short
notice, if at all, they are not considered
transaction accounts and are able to provide a stable funding
to the bank, reducing its reliance on more
volatile external inter-bank based funding sources.
Answer: C
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